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Market Entry Research for France

Joya shoes are sold in 22 countries worldwide. The small and healthy company is on a successful
growth path and wants to expand to other countries. France is not yet on the Joya map, but is an
interesting market due to its size. The aim of the project was to analyze the French market and to
find a potential distribution partner for Joya Shoes.

Joya Schuhe AG
Joya Shoes was founded in 2008 in Roggwil,
Switzerland, by Claudio Minder and Karl Mül-
ler. The Swiss feel-good shoe stands for healthy
and muscular active walking in everyday life.
The soft and flexible material of the sole turns
hard and flat ground into a soft-elastic base.
The company has developed various sole tech-
nologies to meet different needs and offers 80
shoe models for men and women. Today, Joya
Shoes sells around one million shoes per year in
their own stores and via distribution partners.

Proceeding
The team started by conducting secondary re-
search to gather information about the French
market. A list of potential distributors was
then developed. The team then used primary
research by means of sending a questionnaire
to the distributors and calling them by phone.
The team also decided to develop a list of re-
tailers and to conduct phone calls to gather
first-hand information. Furthermore, an expert
on the French shoe market was contacted to
receive a more detailed insight into the mar-
ket. Finally, a SWOT analysis and Porter’s Five
Forces were used to analyze the results.

Results
The team was able to gather crucial informa-
tion for Joya Shoes. The French market is chal-
lenging and still affected by the financial
crisis, which means that customers are price
sensitive. The market is fashionable and still
not aware of the health benefits of comfort
shoes. In fact, no interested distribution part-
ner could be presented. However, France has
a high potential and it would be beneficial if
Joya could successfully enter the market. The
team developed five concrete recommenda-
tions, including one which suggests not enter-
ing the market currently. The other four recom-
mendations propose different approaches that
could be useful if Joya Shoes decides to enter
the market. These include visiting a shoe trade
show in Paris and holding a meeting with an
expert, trying to contact the best distributors
and retailers again, opening their own store in
Paris as well as launching a powerful market-
ing campaign.
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Although we could not find
an appropriate distribution
partner due to the critical
economic situation, the stu-
dents provided a very profes-
sional market analysis as

well as constructive solutions for a French
market entry. The students have driven the
project with a very professional and solution
based approach and we want to thank the
project group for their ambition and effort.

Coach
Judith Scherzinger, M.A. Management

The highly motivated team
took a structured approach
to investigate the French
comfort shoe market and
gather the relevant informa-
tion for Joya Shoes. The stu-

dents showed great effort in finding, evalu-
ating and contacting potential partners.
Based on the recommendations the client
can take the next steps on the market.

Secondary Research      Primary Research      Conclusion Recommendations

information about the French
market, develop a list of potential

distributors

Send out questionnaires
Phone calls

Expert interview

Combine Secondary and Primary
Research: SWOT, Five Forces

Enter the French market:
1.Shoe trade show, meeting with an expert
2.Contact best distributors & retailers again

3.Open an own store in Paris
4.Establish powerful marketing in France

Not enter the French market
currently

Project course with the respective work steps.

Source: own illustration.


